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Wave is a feminist rag that outf its Third 

Wave Feminist ideology. Here at Wave we 
try to make sure that we are as 
all-encompassing as possible because we 
believe that inclusivity as well as diversity 
are two very important issues when it 
comes to Third Wave Feminism. In our very 
f irst edition of  Wave we have decided to 
take on topics including body positivity, sex 
positivity, along with the looming question 
of ?Should men be included in feminism?? 
We understand that there is much more to 
Third Wave feminism than just the topics 
discussed in this edition, but we also 
understand that it is impossible to cover all 
topics pertaining to Third Wave Feminism 
in just one issue. As Rebecca Walker states 
in ?Becoming the Third Wave?, ?As the 
misconception of  equality between the 
sexes become more ubiquitous so does the 
attempt to restrict the boundaries of 
women?s personal and polit ical 
power?(458-459). Our plan is to shed light 
on feminist topics in way that is 
empowering and productive in our 
advancement for the equal opportunity of 
Women. 

Why Third Wave Feminism? Because, as 

Krista Jacob states,  ?Third Wave Feminism 
provides a forum for il luminating the 
multifaceted experiences of young women- 
a group that is constantly misrepresented 
by older generation, the mainstream media, 
and other avenues? (feministezine.com) 
Here at Wave, we do not aim to 
discriminate. Instead we aim to il luminate 
issues that need to be discussed, but are 

A  L ET T ER FROM  T H E 
EDIT OR

K adesha Caradine

rarely given the attention or the space that they 
deserve.  Our staff  at Wave all believe that if  
we, as young Third Wave Feminists, don?t take 
the init iative to discuss these topics, then it is 
quite possible that the issues we f ind important 
will never be brought to light. We try our best 
to support those that support Third Wave 
feminism, which we hope is ref lected 
throughout our selections. 



Featured in our very f irst edition of Wave 

is an interview with the amazing feminist 
and Professor Dr. Takiyah Nur Amin. She 
speaks about body positivity and how she 
includes that as a part of her role as a 
professor of World Dance at the University 
of North Carolina, Charlotte. We also have 
journalist Sam Stallings posing the ?for and 
against? arguments for a question so 
commonly asked, should men be included 
in feminism? We have plenty more from 
journalist Kali Place and her article ?Size 
Doesn?t Matter? along with original art 
pieces from our graphic designer Laura 
Cutlip. 

Our Staff  here at Wave hope that you 

enjoy our very f irst edition of our feminist 
rag magazine just as much as we enjoyed 
putting it together. As Joan Kelly-Gadol 
states , ?regardless of class, and regardless 
of ownership (although these modify the 
situation in interesting ways), women have 
generally functioned as the property of 
men in the procreative and socializing 
aspect of productive work in their society.? 
Our goal as Third Wave Feminists is to defy 
all confining roles of womanhood and 
highlight aspects of womanhood often 
suppressed by patriarchal and 
heteronormative power (11). 

Love, 

K adesha O . C aradine
Kadesha O. Caradine 
Editor 
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heterosexual intercourse. Over time, and 
with examination of feminist scholarship, I 
realized how f lawed my mother?s advice 
was. 

As third wave feminists, we can be quick to 

crit icize older generations? views on sex. 
Feminists like Catherine MacKinnon warned 
us of the dangers of heterosexual sex, 
claiming that sexuality is imbedded in 
patriarchal structures. Therefore, we 
eroticize men?s domination of women (415). 
Women learn to take pleasure in their own 
oppression, therefore reinforcing the 
patriarchal structures that marginalize them. 

My mother has given me two sex talks in 

my entire life. Both occurred shortly before 
leaving for college. The f irst was her 
warning of the risks of having sex at all. 
Then, after some time passed, she accepted 
the possibil ity that I was sexually active. 
She decided that it was her motherly duty to 
educate me on the importance of penis size. 
?Now, Kali,? she began, ?there has been 
some talk around town that the size of the 
penis does not matter. But I?ve found that it 
does. In choosing a partner, I think it?s really 
important that you have someone who is 
medium or large.? She truly thought that a 
large penis was key to female pleasure in 

Does Size Really M at ter?
Const r uct ions of  Sexualit y and Ent icing A lternat ives 

By K ali Place
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It is not constructive, however, to 

discourage women from engaging in 
consensual sexual intercourse with men. A 
defining feature of third-wave feminism is 
the emphasis on sex-positivity. Good sex 
can be a source of empowerment for 
women. In ?Third Wave Manifesta? Jennifer 
Baumgardner and Amy Richards state two 
key goals of third-wave feminism: ?to 
support the idea that sex can be ? and 
usually is- for pleasure, not procreation,? as 
well as to ?liberate adolescents from 
slut-bashing? (514). We want to change 
social constructions of sex as immoral and 
unfeminine. This sex-positive view, 
however, is not unique to third-wave 
philosophy. Several second-wavers have 
claimed that while we need to encourage 
women to embrace their sexuality, certain 
changes in sexual behavior and discourse 
are necessary for women to have safe, 
healthy, fulf il l ing sex lives. A key element of 
this argument is that we need to move away 
from phallocentric understandings of 
sexuality, taking a holistic approach to 
women?s sexual experiences. In this article, I 
will provide sexy alternatives to 
penetration-focused intercourse that will 
improve your sex life! 

Our focus on male genitalia does not 

improve women?s sex lives, but rather 
privileges men?s sexual experiences. In ?The 
Myth of the Vaginal Orgasm,? Anne Koedt 
explains that ?women have? been defined 
sexually in terms of what pleases men; our 
own biology has not been properly 
analyzed? (198). Koedt supports her claim 

with an analysis of the pathologization of 
female sexuality within psychoanalysis.  
According to Freud, clitoral orgasms were 
inferior to vaginal orgasms. Women who 
could not have vaginal orgasms had failed 
?to mentally adjust to her ?natural? role as a 
woman? (196). In reality, the vagina is not a 
highly sensitive area. Vaginal stimulation 
alone will not result in orgasm (Koedt 198). 
Nonetheless, the myth of the vaginal orgasm 
framed penetration as the default of sexual 
behavior. This essentially eliminated 
possibil it ies for women?s sexual pleasure, 
while ensuring that men would orgasm. 
Similarly, Marcotte writes that while men 
are encouraged to fantasize about how they 
would like to act upon women?s bodies, 
women learn to focus on appeasing men?s 
desires. Our constructions of sexuality 
dictate that men?s needs are met f irst and 
foremost. 

Constructions of femininity prevent 

women from pursuing their personal 
pleasure. Because femininity is 
characterized with passivity, helplessness, 
and a lack of sexual desire, it can be a 
challenge for women to discuss their sexual 
desires and experiences with their partners 
(Vance 336). Koedt claims that the myth of 
the vaginal orgasm has been pervasive 
because ?sexually, a woman was not seen as 
an individual wanting to share equally in a 
sexual act? it was easy to make up what was 
convenient about women?. Thus, men could 
ignore that women typically experience 
sexual pleasure due to clitoral stimulation. 
This allowed them to focus on their own 
pleasure. As a result, women?s pleasure has 



understanding of sexuality may cause men 
to dehumanize their female partners: ?Men 
believe [that]? women are mindless fuck 
tubes? in contrast to the penis, which is 
perceived as ?completely real and alive? 
(260). Therefore, men may resort to sexual 
violence in order to aff irm their masculine 
identity (256). Constructions of gender 
define men as superior to women and 
women as weak and sexually passive 
(Crawley et al. 90). These constructions 
allow men to disregard women?s sexual 
experiences, using their bodies for their 
self-aff irmation. It is necessary that men and 
women reshape dominant discourses on 
sexuality, including the importance of penis 
size, so that women can have more fulf il l ing 
lives both in and out of the bedroom.

It is essential to change your attitudes 

towards penis size. The widespread 
consumption of pornography in the United 
States has created the myth of the 
?average? penis. Joannides explains that 
this has inf luenced women?s perceptions of 
their partner?s penises (1056). Studies show 
that men suffer from misconceptions of 
?average? as well. In one study, 414 men 
complained of having small penises. In 
reality, 99%  of subjects had penises of 
normal size. And while only 55%  of men 
reported being satisf ied with their own 
penis size, 84%  of women were satisf ied 
with their partner?s penis size (Veale et al. 
89). To clarify, the average penis is 
three-and-a-half  inches while limp, and the 
average erect penis is about f ive inches long 
(Joannides, 1057). Men who doubt their 
ability to please their partners due to a 

been marginalized. This is problematic, as 
?when pleasure occupies a smaller and 
smaller space? individuals do not become 
empowered; they are merely cut off  from 
their own strength and energy? (337). 
Women?s sexual identity is an untapped 
reservoir of potential power that we must 
access. 

The focus on male sexuality can negatively 

affect women?s mental health. The 
supposed supremacy of the vaginal orgasm 
was internalized to the extent that women 
?either suffered silently with self-blame or 
f locked to the psychiatrists looking 
desperately for the hidden and terrible 
repression that kept them from their vaginal 
destiny? (Koedt 197). Women also resulted 
to faking vaginal orgasms so that their 
partner would remain interested in them. 
Thus, women who were completely sexually 
healthy were convinced that they were not 
(Koedt 198). Overall, women have 
developed negative relationships with their 
sexual selves. 

The ignorance in regards to female 

sexuality can have dangerous implications 
for women. In ?How Men Have (A) Sex,? 
Stoltenberg claims that masculinity and 
femininity are social constructs that must be 
confirmed through one?s actions. Sexual 
behavior is a key avenue for men to perform 
their gender: ?the act of fucking?  [presents] 
the correlation between doing a specif ic act 
in a specif ic way? and ?sensing? the sexual 
identity to which one aspires? (257). 
Moreover, we equate masculinity with the 
subjugation of women (258). This 



?smaller-than-average? penis often have to 
reconsider their standards. 

Seeing the penis as the center of pleasure 

is an intense oversimplif ication of 
everything within the realm of possibil ity 
for sex. There is a multiplicity of other ways 
that you and your partner can experience 
pleasure. 

In Guide to Getting It On, Joannides writes 

that it is imperative that we move away 
from goal-oriented sex and towards 
pleasure-oriented sex. Often, individuals 
see orgasm as only the purpose of 
intercourse. For those who do not come 
easily, the pressure to orgasm can eliminate 
any potential pleasure and make the ?goal? 
of intercourse impossible. Focusing on 
pleasure will allow you to enjoy the entire 
experience. One simple way to promote 
sexual pleasure is to integrate massage into 
your love life. Joannides claims that 
?nothing beats a good back rub? (165). 
Massages can be excellent both for foreplay 
and during sex (166). 

Some women?s nipples are a major 

pleasure center for them. Men often enjoy 
nipple play as well! Interest in nipple play 
as well as dif ferent techniques dif fer from 
person to person. Those who menstruate 
may have dif ferent preferences throughout 
their cycle (233). You can even integrate 
your or your partner?s penis into nipple play 
by pulling the foreskin of the penis around 
the nipple, or caressing the nipple with the 
head of the penis (233).  Make sure that you 

communicate with your partner which 
techniques you prefer. 

A similar collaborative approach is 

necessary for oral sex. Partners should 
discuss what their sexual preferences are. 
But there are also some go-to techniques. 
Individuals should not watch porn to learn 
how to perform cunnilingus (or any other 
sex act, for that matter). Joannides explains 
that ?cunnilingus in porn is called ?fence 
painting? because the person who is giving 
the oral sex sticks his or her tongue out as 
far as? possible and makes liking stabs? at 
the woman?s vulva (277). Instead, one 
should encompass the vulva with their l ips. 
In addition, those performing oral sex 
should be assured that the woman is 
completely aroused. Partners can 
experiment using both a soft and hard 
tongue, as long as it is completely coated 
with saliva. 

Finger-fucking is also an excellent option. 

One should not take this term literally, 
however. A lot of the focus should be on the 
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vulva. One useful technique is to massage 
the mons, which is the f leshy mound at the 
top of the vulva (Joannides 217). One can 
also massage the inner and outer l ips. As 
Koedt stated, the clitoris an extremely 
sensitive area, and women often enjoy 
clitoral stimulation. If  the woman likes to 
have her partner?s f ingers inside her vagina, 
one should slowly slide their f ingers into 
her vagina. Lube can be a useful tool as 
well. 

It is key to remember that a woman?s 

sexual pleasure is completely dependent on 
her mental state. According to Koedt, sexual 
fantasies can be powerful enough to cause a 
woman to orgasm (198). Therefore, 
rehearsing sexual fantasies can improve 
sexual experiences. Because fantasies can 
be embarrassing, they can be dif f icult to 
share. Therefore it is key to respect your 
partner?s fantasies (but do not feel 
pressured to engage in anything that you?re 
not comfortable with). 

Our phallocentric understanding of 

sexuality inhibits us from discovering 
diverse modes of pleasure. It also privileges 
the male sexual experience, which can have 
damaging effects on women. The list of 
alternatives to heterosexual vaginal 
intercourse is enormous. Partners can also 
use these methods to complement vaginal 
intercourse. As a third-wave feminist, I 
believe that women should be able to 
embrace their own sexuality. We must move 
toward a more egalitarian model of 
sexuality so that women can access this 
untapped reservoir of power. 
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Slut shaming is a phenomenon where men 

(or other women) assume control over a 
woman?s sexuality by insulting her for 
non-traditional or frequent sexual practices. 
Women are slut shamed for a variety of 
reasons, including dressing in certain ways, 
using birth control, having casual or 
non-traditional sex, and, in some cultures, 
being raped. Males are not the sole 
perpetrators of slut shaming; even females 
shame other females for acting against what 
they deem inappropriate. It is one of the 
dominant forces in which society controls 
women?s behavior. Knowing or unknowingly 
people contribute to the oppression of 
women through Slut shaming, which makes 
the act absolutely sexist. It draws a distinct 
societal l ine for women by tell ing them they 
have behave in a certain way. In addition to 
it?s sexual double standard, which must be 
stopped to improve the lives of women 
everywhere. 

Some crit icize the concept of feminist 

?waves? as arbitrary limitations on theory. 
However, this metaphorical labeling 
remains crit ical to US feminism because it 
helps categorize the dominant theories in a 
historical period. Third-wave feminism, 
specif ically, applies to the diverse strains of 
thought, which emerged in the 1990s. The 

waves of feminism became increasingly 
specialized, as the earlier waves focused 
more on obtaining the most basic rights for 
women. Once those rights, such as suffrage, 
were obtained, women were free to 
examine more complex and specif ic issues.  
For example, one of the most important 
aspects of the third wave is abolishing and 
examining gender role expectations and 
stereotypes. Thus, slut shaming is decidedly 
third wave, since it is more a specif ic 
problem with a woman?s sexuality, and not 
one with her most basic rights. 

According to Hartmann?s ?The Unhappy 

Marriage of Marxism and Feminism: Towards 
a More Progressive Union,? marriage and 
sexuality are the primary means by which a 
man controls a woman?s agency. Through 

By: Sam Stallings



heterosexual marriage, a man can isolate his 
wife into the domestic sphere. In that 
sphere, he controls her resources and labor, 
and in doing so constantly reinforces her 
inferior status.  Marriage can be an eff icient 
and convenient form of oppression, and 
men everywhere value its usefulness and 
power. If  one examines this dynamic, the 
concept of slut shaming begins to make a 
lot of sense. When a woman appears to be 
sexually independent and bold it threatens 
this oppressive institution. If  a woman 
embraces or experiments with her sexuality, 
then she rejects society?s guidelines for her 
and also rejects the control men have on 
her. Thus men can easily feel threatened, 
and therefore men challenge a woman?s 
agency by ?slut shaming? her and to 
preserve their sense of dominance. When a 

woman feels self-conscious or suffers 
serious social consequences for being more 
sexuality active she isn?t as likely to expand 
her own sexuality.  This dynamic is clearly 
an example a way of how men control the 
actions of women. 

This idea of controll ing women?s sexuality 

is explored further in Koedt?s ?the Myth of 
the Vaginal Orgasm?.  The trouble began 
with Freud, who helped propagate the idea 
that a vaginal orgasm was somehow more 
?mature? than a clitoral one (196).  The 
problem was that Freud based his theory 
upon his own psychological ideas, and not 
on any facts about a woman?s anatomy. The 
truth of the matter is that, for most women, 
a vaginal orgasm is impossible.  Men 
maintained this myth, however, because for 
them, penetration is enjoyable. Men often 
value their penises and their perceived 
masculinity more than the enjoyment of 
their partner. Thus, unequal sexual 
relationships are extremely common. This 
ties directly in to the concept of slut 
shaming because women who seek out their 
own sexual enjoyment are often feared or 
insulted.  These women are a threat to the 
value of a man?s penis, and thus his 
masculinity.  Slut shaming keeps women?s 
sexuality l imited, and a man?s penis safe. 

Many women are aware of the damaging 

effects of slut shaming, and they actively 
rebel against it in various ways. One 
prominent and somewhat contentious 
method is the concept of a slut walk. The 
slut walk began when a police off icer at a 
Canadian university stated ?women should 
avoid dressing like sluts in order to not be 
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victimized?. This is obviously an egregious 
and backwards example of victim blaming, 
and feminists both in this university 
community and elsewhere were outraged.  
In response, feminists from the university 
organized a slut walk, where women from 
the local region would perform a march and 
protest in various states of undress (or not) 
to proclaim their anger over these 
comments. Since this instance, the slutwalk 
has spread to dif ferent areas, and has 
become a valuable tool for women to 
express their displeasure. 

Feminist reaction to the slutwalk has been 

mixed. Those against it proclaim that the 
word ?slut? is drenched in so much 
negativity (and patriarchal connotations) 
that attempting to reclaim it, or embrace, is 
a waste of t ime and energy. Other people 
believe that the fallback of women taking 
off  their clothes for attention is dated and 
immature. However, proponents of the 
movement argue that the fervor and 
involvement in these walks is unparalleled 
for the last 30 years. Women of all walks of 
l ife, f inancial background, race, and age all 
come together in shared support for this 
cause.  At these walks, gender and sexuality 
become a source of power, not shame. This 
by itself  is a success for anti slut shaming 
efforts, and is cause to be celebrated. 

Slut shaming does more than just cause 

emotional turmoil: it can be fuel for 
violence (or excusing it).  The comment from 
the police off icer, which started the slut 
walk, is actually a sentiment shared by 
many: those women who are dressed in a 
provocative way is somehow ?asking for it."
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This is an incredibly dangerous way of 
thinking. Firstly, it places arbitrary and 
unnecessary boundaries on women?s 
sexuality. Women should be able to dress 
and express their sexuality in any way they 
choose. Labeling rape victims as 
seductresses, or implying any kind of 
responsibil ity on their part, are excusing an 
atrocious act of violent, which should be 
solely attributed to the person who 
committed it. 

An example of victim blaming and slut 

shaming gone completely awry is the 
situation involving rape in India. This issue 
exploded in its popularity after an incident 
involving a man and his girlf riend on a bus 
became widespread.  These people were 
young students who were simply looking for 
a ride home. On the bus, 5 men brutally beat 
them with metal rods, and repeatedly raped 
the woman.  After this happened, many 
disturbing f igures about the rape culture in 
India began to surface.  Three fourths of all 
rape perpetrators are never identif ied, and 
the conviction rate for rape cases is an 
astonishingly low 26% .  Moreover, the 
overwhelming majority of rapes in India go 
unreported due to the social stigma 
surrounding it. which penalizes the victims. 
Victim blaming is utterly rampant, and 
justif ications for being raped range from the 
clothes a woman wears to the fact that she 
was drinking alcohol with men.  Marital rape, 
which accounts for a signif icant portion of all 
rape, is not considered a crime. However, 
perhaps the most shocking aspect of all of 
this is the grotesque procedures law 
enforcement use to determine if  a rape 
occurred. This includes a f inger test, where Stockphoto



off icers insert their f ingers into a woman?s 
vagina to gauge its ?laxity?. If  these off icers 
don?t think they have evidence of a struggle, 
they will simply declare the victim as loose 
and immoral.  These are the drastic 
consequences when slut shaming and 
victim blaming are allowed to reach 
extreme levels. 

Men play a crit ical role in decreasing ? or 

eliminating ? slut shaming. In Baumgartner 
and Richard?s ?Third Wave Manifesta?, the 
two explore the concept of ?autokeonony?, 
which is the obligation every member of a 
community has towards activism.  Men have 
an autokeononic role in society to not slut 
shame, and to actively reject anyone who is 
partaking in slut shaming. If  men took this 
this concept to heart, slut shaming (and its 
negative effects) would not exist. 

Slut shaming, at its core, is simply another 

one of the methods men use to oppress 
women. It is not based on any real logic; 
rather, only an arbitrary oppressiveness 
which limits women?s freedom and agency.  
Furthermore, it is possibly one of the most 
widespread and universally experienced 
forms of female discrimination: every girl, 
everywhere has to balance the f ine line 
between maintaining attractiveness, and 
being a slut. Men and women alike need to 
strive to eliminate this practice, so that 
people can enjoy their l ives and expand 
their boundaries.  
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In contemporary Western culture, 

women are pressured to fulf il l 
increasingly extreme beauty ideals. 
Definit ions of ?proper? femininity are 
centered on appearance. In contrast to 
men, who ?can make up for bodily 
imperfections in other ways? such as 
intell igence, athleticism, or leadership, 
women?s values are ?almost completely 
understood to be the beauty of her body? 
(Crawley et al. 92). Hartley explains that 
?women are expected to be beautiful, and 
beautiful equals thin? we are constantly 
bombarded by media images of women 
with litt le or no breast t issue and slim, 
boyish hips? (qtd. in Weitz, 248). While 
some may claim that these images are 
harmless, they can have detrimental 
effects on women?s health. According to 
Hartley, women are learning that ?their 
bodies are fundamentally f lawed? at 
increasingly younger ages (246). 
Overweight women are marginalized. Not 
only are these women scrutinized for 
their appearance, but are also understood 
to possess negative internal qualit ies 
inherent to plus-sized female bodies, 
including carelessness, laziness, 
self-indulgence, hostil ity, and 
aggressiveness (Hartley qtd. in Weitz 
248-249). Most do not crit ically examine 
these stereotypes. Furthermore, because 
a woman?s appearance determines her 
social value, her identity in part depends 
on her physical form. Goffman claims that 
women?s bodies ?essential to identity 

formation? (qtd. in Frost, 66-7). Even if  a 
woman will ingly challenges bodily ideals, 
this process is stil l imperative to her identity 
formation. This explains why the body is a 
crit ical factor in a woman?s self-image. 

identity formation. This explains why the 
body is a crit ical factor in a woman?s 
self-image. 

Foucault?s Micropolit ics of Power rejects the 

notion that Western beauty ideals are 
?normal? or ?natural?. In reality, forces of 
power perpetuate these values. Power is 
intangible, not coming from a single source. 
Therefore, there is no visible locus of control 
responsible for inculcating cultural ideals. 
Rather, individuals learn societal values and 
?become their own jailers,? policing any of 
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(qtd. in Weitz 248). Girls and women are 
doing more and more to approach the 
impossible ideal of ?woman?: ?girls are 
making strenuous attempts to be thinner, 
which may have an impact on their well- 
being (Brit ish Youth Council, 1999; Hill et 
al., 1992)?. In addition, ?looks-related 
activity is increasing? (McRobbie, 1991). 
Because our bodily ideals are so extreme, 
very few can actually achieve them. This 
explains why many girls and women 
experience self-hatred due to negative body 
image (Frost 64). Bordo explains that 
?disciplines of diet, makeup, and dress- central 
organizing principles in the day of women- 
[render us] less socially oriented and more 
centripetally focused on self-modif ication? 

(461). Women may neglect other aspirations 
in order to pursue an ?ideal? body. 

Individuals are given plenty of incentive to 

seek cultural ideals. Not only do women 
police their own conforming to cultural 
norms, but they are policed by others as 
well. In regards to size, people often think 
that they have the right to make comments 
about deviant bodies: ?strangers often feel 
no compunction about stepping forward to 
crit icize a woman?s size with statements 
such as ?Should you really be eating that?? 
?You have such a pretty face, if  you?d just 
lose some weight? ?? (Hartman qtd. in Weitz 
249). This can cause individuals to 
experience shame. In addition, those who 
are lucky enough to resemble beauty ideals 
are socially rewarded. Garland-Thomson 
explains that ?privileged designations [such] 
as beautiful, healthy, normal, f it? provide 
cultural capital to those who can claim such 
statuses? (517). Those who resemble the 

their own deviance from cultural norms. 
Crawley et al. explain that ?we get so used 
to being ? judged for our 

own behavior that we begin to 
preemptively judge our own behavior and 
monitor ourselves? (89). Furthermore, 
cultural expectations are strongly gendered, 
def ining what it means to be ??good? men 
and women? (91). Nonetheless, these values 
are often perceived as inevitable and 
biologically determined.  

Behaviors of young women indicate that 

they have indeed internalized our beauty 
ideals. Hartley writes that ?in survey after 
survey, being fat is l isted as a primary fear? 

"Insert a quote here."
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ideals are respected and idolized, while 
others are ostracized and punished. 

Takiyah Amin Ph.D. teaches dance history 

and theory at University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill. As a plus-sized Black woman, 
Amin does not ref lect Western perceptions 
of the ?ideal? femininity. In my email 
interview with Amin, she discussed her 
outlook on dance, identity and body image.

Kali Place: When did you start dancing? 

Takiyah Amin: I can?t remember an age 

when I wasn?t dancing at home. But I took 
my f irst classes in creative movement when 
I was 3 years old. 

 KP: What motivated you to become a dance 
professor? 

TA: Dance is the thing I love the most other 
than God and family. I wanted to share the 
love I have for movement as a fundamental 
part of the human experience with others.  
For me it?s not just about performance ? 
dance is a humanities discipline (not just a 
performing art) that reveals the human 
experience if  we pay attention to it.   

KP:What challenges have you faced in your 
dance career? 

TA: Hmmmmm. I?ve had a lot of challenges 
from the f inancial and the physical to the 
social and polit ical. I?d say one of the 
biggest challenges for me was being in 
spaces were dance was reduced to 
entertainment or seen as something 
frivolous or useless. That kind of thinking is 
pervasive and it makes me very angry. I 

can?t work under those conditions.  

KP: How does your identity inf luence your work?

TA: I write about dance and truthfully, my 
identity as a Black woman has facilitated my 
interests in thinking seriously about race 
and representation via embodied 
performance. I write to upend foundational 
ideas in my discipline, most of which are 
grounded in a racist, white-identif ied 
rhetoric that erases the lived experience 
and knowledge of people who look like me. 
I don?t know that this would be such an 
ardent concern if  I were not a Black woman.  

KP: What do you think about our culture?s 
emphasis on the ?ideal? body? 

TA: I think its bullshit. There is no such thing 
as an ideal body. Every person?s body has its 
own abilit ies, quirks and beauty. I think 
notions of an ideal body are used to divide 
folks and make us focus on things that don?t 
really matter. There is especially no such 
thing as a ?dancing body? ? if  your body is 
dancing it?s a dancing body!  

KP: Does the concept of body image, or your 
own perceptions of your body impact your 
dance? If  so, how? 

TA: Yes ? but only to the extent that I 
believe all bodies have value. For me, the 
beauty of dance is that embraces where I am 
right now. I don?t have to be dif ferent to 
derive pleasure, healing, power or 
sustenance from my own dancing body. I 
don?t have to change or become something 
else and I don?t demand that from others if  I 
am dancing with them. 

KP: Is there a message that you would like 
to convey to dancers who do not have the 
?ideal look??   



main challenges that she has faced in her 
career, she acknowledges f inancial, social 
and polit ical conflicts. And although she 
mentions ?physical? challenges as well, she 
does not specify these challenges. It is l ikely 
that she refers to physical injury or il lness. 
Amin has not allowed her occupation of a 
?deviant? body to prevent her from 
pursuing her passion. 

Amin?s career as a dance professor rejects 

the confining prescriptions of feminine 
ideals in a number of ways. As previously 
mentioned, ?proper? women are not valued 
for anything other than their physical body. 
As a college professor of dance, Amin has 
pursued ?male? avenues for success: 
academics, athleticism, wealth, and social 
success. In addition, she challenges the 
notion of the small, passive female body. 
She claims that anyone can dance: ?There is 
especially no such thing as a ?dancing body? 

TA: The amazing American choreographer 
Alvin Ailey once said that the most 
important thing we could share with an 
audience is ourselves. If  we can f ind a way 
to share the uniqueness of who we are with 
viewers, then we?ve accomplished 
something really special. When you dance, 
dance to share the truth of who you are with 
others. Don?t hold back or hold off  because 
of some notion of an ?ideal body? that is 
f lawed and foolish to begin with. Dance if  
you want to. Dance because you want to. 
Dance because you have no other choice. 
Dance because it makes you human.  

For some, descriptions of Amin?s body 

would imply that she is l imited due to her 
physical form. After all, studies suggest that 
most women worry about their body image, 
even if  they are at a healthy weight or 
underweight. Amin?s responses, however, 
defy expectations. When asked about the 
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? if  your body is dancing it?s a dancing 
body!? As an educator, Amin uses her 
inf luence to alter the stereotypes of 
plus-sized bodies, and challenge the image 
of the ?dancing body?. 

 Butler writes that ?I view our bodies as a 

site of struggle, where we must work to 
keep our daily practices in the service of 
resistance to gender domination, not in the 
service of docility and gender 
normalization. This work requires? a 
determinedly skeptical attitude toward the 
routes of seeming liberation and pleasure in 
our culture? (466). Amin is able to defy 
cultural norms because she does not simply 
hold a ?skeptical attitude? towards the 
?ideal body? from which women are 
supposed to derive pleasure and happiness. 
Instead, she completely dismisses bodily 
ideals as ?bullshit,? and values each body 
for its individuality. She writes that ?Every 
person?s body has its own abilit ies, quirks 
and beauty?. For Amin, bodily ideals are 
irrelevant.

Amin is able to reject cultural body ideals 

by deeming them irrelevant. On the other 
hand, her identity is stil l connected with her 
physical form. Supporting Goffman?s claim 
that body and identity are inextricably 
linked, Amin explains that her work is 
inspired by her experience as a Black 
woman. She writes: ?my identity as a Black 
woman has facilitated my interests in 
thinking seriously about race and 
representation via embodied performance?  
I don?t know that this would be such an 
ardent concern if  I were not a Black 

woman.? Amin?s perspective indicates that 
in some cases, it is possible to use the 
master?s tools to deconstruct the master?s 
house. By being conscious of her physical 
form, she was able channel this inspiration 
to pursue her dance career, simultaneously 
undermining culturally prescribed feminine 
ideals. Amin struck the delicate balance 
between bodily awareness and 
self-acceptance that promoted her success.

As women, we can feel overwhelmed by 

the prevalence of images of the ?ideal 
body?. Due to the nature of power, it is a 
challenge to understand that gender ideals 
are culturally determined. Many of us 
succumb to methods to make our bodies 
more attractive to others, neglecting our 
other goals in the process. Takiyah Amin 
presents an inspiring alternative for all of 
us. She reinforced the body as a predictor 
of identity by harnessing her experiences 
as a Black woman to promote her career. 
Her success was also dependent on her 
disregard for bodily ideals, embracing her 
own individuality. One must keep in mind 
that the world is our stage, and that ?the 
most important thing we could share with 
an audience is ourselves.?   



PERIOD EN DIN G M A R 31, 2014

Operating Activities  Provided by or Used In:

N ET  IN COM E 24,189
Depreciation and Amortization

2,592

Adjustments to Net Income 621

Decrease (Increase) in Accounts Receivable 17,236

Increase (Decrease) in Liabilit ies 19,822

Decrease (Increase) in Inventories ----

Increase (Decrease) Other Operating Activit ies (33,061)

N et  f rom Operat ing A ct ivit ies 31,799

Investing Activities Provided by or Used In:

Capital Expenditures (3,011)

Investments (75,483)

Other Cash Flows from Investing Activit ies (593)

N et  f rom Invest ing A ct ivit ies (79,231)

Financing Activities Provided by or Used In:

Dividends Paid (8,384)

Sale (Repurchase) of Stock 133

Increase (Decrease) in Debt 21,204

Other Cash Flows from Financing Activit ies 70,398

N et  f rom Financing A ct ivit ies 83,311

Eff ect  of  Exchange Rate Changes 731

N et  Increase (Decrease) in Cash 
and Cash Equivalents 2,408
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One of the ironies of Feminism is that, 

whether women like it or not, men are 
inextricably linked to its ideas, policies, and 
modes of action. Men are responsible for the 
patriarchal nature of our society, and can 
either be facil itators for dismantling this 
structure, or barriers keeping it intact. One of 
the most basic facts about men and feminism 
is that men make up half  the worlds 
population: their roles and views must be 
reconciled somehow. Whether it is through 
the thoughts of de Beauvoir, who believed 
that men couldn?t be feminists, or Mill, who 
thought male identif ication as a feminist was 
important for the cause, the man problem 
must be addressed. 

One of the important early f igures of men?s 

feminism was John Stuart Mill. Mill was a 
bril l iant polit ician, writer, and philosopher 
who often collaborated with his wife, whom 
he credits often in his work. Through this 
collaboration, he saw the true value of 
women?s intellectual f irepower, and was 
inspired to write his treatise on ?the 
Subjection of Women?.  In it, Mill il luminates 
the unjust institution of marriage, showing 
how men skew it in order to strip rights from 
women. According to Brit ish law, women 
cannot perform any act, own any property, or 
alter her position in any way without 

permission from her husband. This paralysis 
of women through marriage is undeniably a 
violation of women?s rights. Mill urges men 
to change these unjust laws, stating that 
these moralit ies are ?f itted to a relation of 
command and obedience? (95). Women do 
not need to be obedient towards men. What 
instead, Mill suggests, is that people need ?a 
school of sympathy in equality, of l iving 
together in love, without power on one side 
or obedience on the other? (95). In other 
words, Men need to cast off  their privilege, 
and actively seek out a system of equality.  
He believes it is the reasonability of men to 
recognize this unfair dichotomy of power, 
and eliminate it. According to him, 
collaboration between men and women is 
the answer to success; thus, men play in 
important role in feminism. 

M en in  Fem in ism , 
or  Nah?

By : Sam  St al l ing s
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enemies of feminism. Radical feminists such 
as Valerie Solanas address this issue. She 
doesn?t want to play by the rules 
established by men: a woman can?t win at 
their game. She instead wants to tear down 
the whole system, and institute her own 
anti-men regime. In her ?Scum Manifesto?, 
Solanas presents her main argument for 
overthrowing the patriarchy: ?fucking-up? 
(189). She argues that women should drop 
out of the work force, destroy property, 
refuse to cooperate in any way, and even 
murder all men who don?t serve SCUM?s 
purposes. Now, it is hard to support murder 
of men as a positive outlet for feminist 
actions, but Solanas? ideas do serve a very 
important purpose. The radical nature of her 
writ ings leave people wondering, is this 
really what it would take to dismantle the 
patriarchy? Will men ever actually l isten to 
reasonable discourse about equality, or will 
a violent revolution of some sort be 
necessary to create change? If  this is truly 
the case, men have no place in feminism. 
They don?t have the experience necessary to 
partake: they are only obstacles to be 
overcome. These are important questions 
women ? and men ? need to be asking 
themselves. 

Simone de Beauvoir also believes that men 

don?t have a place in Feminism, but with less 
radical reasoning. She believes that not only 
do men and women have dif ferent 
experiences during upbringing, but also that 
these experiences shape intrinsic 
dif ferences between the two sexes. For 
example, a young boy ?looks forward to an 
open future? as a child (168). He is told 

Al though Frederick Douglass makes a 

series of unfair generalizations in his ?Why I 
became a Civil Rights Man?, his sentiment 
that men should recognize women for their 
unique ability is a positive one. Douglass 
argues that for far too long ?war, slavery, 
injustice, and oppression? has been the 
direct result of man?s worship of physical 
force (105). Man, he argues, is inherently 
dangerous and destructive. Thus, he urges 
that collaboration between men and women 
is necessary for society to function safely 
and coherently. Without women, society is 
lacking one half  of the moral and 
intellectual power needed to govern well. 
Douglass applies a series of qualit ies 
women possess which make them crit ical to 
good governing: ?her heart and her 
conscience have supplied in large degree its 
motive and mainspring. Her skil l, industry, 
patience, and perseverance have been 
wonderfully manifest in every trail hour? 
(105). Whether or not this is true, his 
message is clear: men need to recognize the 
talent of women, and incorporate those 
skills in order to form a better world. From 
this, one could deduce that Douglass 
believes that in order for feminism to really 
succeed, man?s support, as well as some 
universalism, is needed. 

In theory, collaborative efforts between 

men and women would be the swiftest and 
least messy answer to women?s problems. 
However, the problem with this is that 
people in positions of power or privilege 
rarely, if  ever, forfeit those positions 
voluntarily.  In these cases, men become the 



the oppression, and thus cannot comment. 
Leave feminism to women who have lived 
through these problems, and are thus better 
equipped to write and reason about them. 

An irony of feminism is that, although 

mostly women study it, the problems 
primarily center on men. When a lot of 
people hear the word ?gender?, or ?gender 
studies?, they automatically assume it is 
about women. Why is that? It is because the 
dominant group in any oppressive system is 
never examined.  One of the hallmarks of 
power and privilege is to operate 
unexamined. For example, if  a woman is 
battered, the questions are all about her. 
The situation becomes victim blaming. 
People ask, ?what was she wearing/doing?. 
What they should be asking is, why did that 
man beat her?  Why is domestic violence 

(implicit ly or explicit ly) that anything is 
possible, his body is an extension of the 
natural world, and he is free to pursue his 
own potentials. A young girl, on the other 
hand, has a drastically dif ferent outlook 
early in life.  Her future, in many ways, is 
predestined. Beauvoir states that ?the 
young girl will be a wife, mother, 
grandmother; she will keep house just as 
her mother did, she will give her children 
the same care she received herself  when 
she was young ? she is twelve years old and 
already her story is written into the 
heavens? (168).  For Beauvoir, these 
dif ferences emphasize the need for certain 
groups to have their own spaces and forums 
based upon shared experience. Feminism is 
one of them. Men, due to the nature of their 
upbringing, simply do not understand the 
issues women face. They didn?t experience 
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stil l a problem, and how can we f ix it? The 
questions need to shif t to men. In order for 
this to happen, men must actively take part 
in dismantling their own privilege. Bold men 
are needed to stand beside women, and be 
vocal about feminist issues. Leadership 
roles need to be established so that 
feminist problems can reach younger boys. 
Fathers have a responsibil ity to teach them 
to their sons. In order for real change to 
occur, men must shif t the conversation to 
themselves and their own actions, rather 
than those of women. 

It appears obvious that some 

middle-ground must be reached between 
the polite and reasonable ideas of the 
pro-men writers, and the radical ? yet ? apt 
ones of those opposed to them.  It seems 
unjust that a man?s desire to be a feminist 
should be denied to him: what harm could 
come from a more informed, socially 
sensitive person? But, in many ways, men 
are impeding the progress of women 
everyday, and change is slow. It seems to 
me the role of men in feminism is to be 
facilitators of the ideas women themselves 
come up with. It is not a man?s role to 
decide what women need; rather, he should 
help them accomplish their desire. If  men 
can?t do that, or simply refuse to, perhaps 
radical measures are what are necessary for 
change.  Either way, I view educating men 
on feminism is a positive step towards 
positive thinking, more equality, and less 
boundaries between men and women. 
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